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Effect of temperature on the crack growth in pipe steel X70
in a weakly acidic electrolyte
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Abstract
The temperature dependences of crack growth in static tests of X70 pipe steel in citrate
buffer (pH 5.5) and in the same solution containing 1 mM sulfide were studied. The
activation energies of corrosion crack growth were determined. It was shown that addition
of IFKhAN-29-3 organic corrosion inhibitor hindered the crack growth and the protective
effect increased with an increase in temperature.
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Introduction
Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of low-alloyed pipe steels is the most hazardous type of
corrosion of buried high-pressure pipelines [1–6]. To date, it has been established rather
reliably that the pattern of SCC of pipe steels under pipeline operation conditions is mainly
determined by the composition of the soil electrolyte. In sufficiently concentrated
carbonate electrolytes with pH above 9, the “classical” intergranular SCC is observed,
which occurs in a narrow range of potentials around the active–passive transition. In dilute
electrolytes with near-neutral pH (5–7.5), transgranular cracking of pipe steel occurs in the
potential region of its active dissolution. These two SCC types differ considerably from
each other in how the chemical composition of the corrosive environment, electrode
potential, and mode of mechanical stress affect the corrosion crack growth. The
temperature is also a factor that differently affects the crack growth in alkaline and neutral
electrolytes.
The regularities of the 1st type SCC (at high pH) was studied in the temperature range
from 20°C to 90°C, where the crack growth rate increased exponentially with an increase
in the temperature [2, 5–7]. The crack growth rate depended both on the potential and on
the temperature and varied in the range of ca. 10–7 to 10–6 mm/s. The potential range
corresponding to SCC shifted towards the negative region with an increase in the
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temperature and depended on the composition of the carbonate–bicarbonate solution [8].
The crack growth activation energy (Ea) also varied depending on the electrolyte
composition: in was 20.2 or 20 kJ/mol in 1 M NaHCO 3 solution saturated with CO2 and
without it, respectively; 42.3 kJ/mol in the 0.125 M NaHCO3 + 0.062 M Na2CO3 solution;
and 34.8 kJ/mol in 1 M NaHCO3 + 0.75 M Na2CO3 solution. It should be noted that the
crack growth rate was determined in slow strain rate tests (the SSRT method) [8], so the Ea
value could correspond both to the corrosion defect (stress point) nucleation process and to
the corrosion crack growth process. However, experiments carried out in 1 M NaHCO3 +
0.5 M Na2CO3 solution on steel samples with a pre-grown fatigue crack gave
approximately the same value of Ea = 41.8 kJ/mol. Hence, the Ea values that we obtained
mostly belong to the crack growth process.
The temperatures of the pipe and the soil near the pipe depend on the distance from
the compressor station and may range from 40°C at the pipeline exit from the station, down
to negative values. Based on the plots of the crack growth in carbonate–bicarbonate
solutions vs. temperature, the preferential appearance of type 1 SCC defects near
compressor stations was explained [3–7]. Transgranular cracks, i.e., the pH-neutral SCC
(or type 2 SCC), were observed at considerable distances (up to 67 km) from the
compressor station [9]. This fact provided a reason to believe that type 2 SCC did not
depend on the temperature. However, it was noted subsequently that the maximum number
of SCC defects was observed near compressor stations [1], which however may be due to
the effects of other factors, primarily the large amplitude of changes in the mechanical
stress of the pipe metal.
The resistance of X65 steel against type 2 SCC was studied by SSRT method in the
temperature range from 5 to 45°C in the NS4 solution that simulates the composition of the
“underfilm” electrolyte under a delaminated coating [9]. No effect of temperature was
observed, but the data reported in [9] have a considerable scatter than may mask the
temperature effect [2]. Similarly, in pure bicarbonate solutions (0.1–1 g/l) through which
an inert gas containing a CO2 admixture for creating a neutral pH was bubbled, no
noticeable variation in the crack growth rate in the temperature range from 15 to 35°C was
noticed [10]. An insignificant increase in the crack growth rate (from 7·10–6 to 9·10–6
mm/s) was observed upon an increase in the temperature from 35 to 60°C, but this
difference cannot be considered statistically significant [11]. Thus, the lack of a temperature dependence is believed to be one of the indicators of transgranular pH-neutral SCC,
though the reasons of the independence of crack growth on the temperature are unknown.
SSRT tests of pipe steels X60 and X65 in the standard NACE solution saturated with
hydrogen sulfide have shown an insignificant, but still clearly observable, increase in the
sensitivity of the material to transgranular SCC with an increase in the temperature from 25
to 50°C [12]. The acidity of the NACE solution (solution B) should be in the range:
3.4 < pH < 4 [13]. Hence, the dependence of transgranular SCC on the temperature
manifests itself more distinctly in acidic electrolytes.
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It has been reliably established to date that the SCC of pipe steels at high pH occurs
by the mechanism of local dissolution of intercrystalline boundaries [1–7]. The mechanism
of pH-neutral SCC has been understood less reliably. Many researchers believe that the
growth of a transgranular crack occurs by the corrosion fatigue mechanism and is initiated
by hydrogen absorbed by the metal [5–7]. Moreover, the assumption on the synergistic
effect of local metal dissolution and hydrogen absorption was often made [1]. It has been
shown that the nature of the predominant mechanism of pH-neutral SCC of pipe steel X70
depends on the cyclic mechanical strain mode and on the electrode potential [14–17]. In
fact, local dissolution of the metal is the predominant mechanism of SCC at relatively
small amplitudes of cyclic strain variation and at the steel corrosion potentials in NS4
solution (pH 6.8). Hydrogen embrittlement of the metal may become the predominant
mechanism of pipe steel SCC upon a considerable negative shift of potential and under
“drastic” mechanical strain, e.g., in SSRT tests [18]. In a weakly acidic buffer electrolyte
with pH = 5.5 (i.e., at the threshold of the solution acidity corresponding to type II SCC),
the crack growth occurs not only under cyclic strain by also under constant tensile stress. It
was established that local metal dissolution is the predominant mechanism of transgranular
crack growth [14–18]. Apparently, SCC in a weakly acidic buffer electrolyte is a special
case of transgranular SCC of pipe steels and may demonstrate a number of specific
features.
The main purpose of this research is to study the effect of the temperature on the
crack growth rate in pipe steel X70 in a weakly acidic buffer solution (pH 5.5). Yet another
purpose is to check the applicability of organic inhibitors such as IFKhAN-29 [19] for
hindering the SCC of pipe steel at various temperatures.
Experimental
The crack growth rate was determined on samples made of X70 strength grade steel, cut
from a pipe manufactured at Khartsyzsk tube plant (1420×18.7 mm). The chemical
composition and strength parameters of the steel are reported elsewhere [15–17].
Samples with dimensions of 200×17×3 mm were cut from a pipe along the axial line,
at a distance of 120 mm from the longitudinal weld. Before the experiments, triangular
stress concentrators 3 mm deep were cut in the samples. After that, fatigue cracks ca. 5 mm
deep were grown in the specimens to serve as crack growth initiators in the corrosion
experiments. Specimens with cracks were fastened in three-electrode electrochemical cells
that were then filled with the electrolyte being studied.
A static tensile mechanical load was applied to the specimens. The stress intensity
factor at the crack tip K (MPa·m0.5) was carried out according to [15–17]. The initial value,
K = 45 MPa·m0.5, was chosen on the plateau of the kinetic curve of X70 steel fracture
curve, i.e., under the conditions where the crack growth rate nearly does not depend on K
[14, 17].
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The crack growth rate (V) was determined from the slope of the plot of electric
conductivity of samples in the vicinity of the crack (Rt) vs. the test time ():

V  l0 (Rt / R0 1) / τ  l / τ ,

(1)

where R0 is the initial specimen resistance, l0 is the initial crack length, and Δl is the crack
length gain. The Rt value was determined with correction for the change in the sample
temperature during the experiment; to do so, the current electric resistance of sample
sections containing a crack (R) and without a crack (Rw/o/c) and Rt was calculated as
Rt = R·Rw/o/c /R0, w/o/c,

(2)

where R0,w/o/c is the initial resistance of the sample section without a crack. The resistance
of the samples was measured with a BSZ-100-002 microhmmeter with an accuracy of
108 Ohm.
The tests were carried out at room temperature whose mean values during the tests
were 26°C or 25°C (with the maximum temperature variations of ± 3°C), on cooling the
solution in the cell with a water hood, and on heating by means of an electric heating
element. The temperatures were maintained to within ± 1°C. The mean temperatures during
the tests are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Temperatures (t), crack growth rates (V) and activation energies of crack growth (Ea) in the
media studied.
Medium

CB

CB + Na2S

CB + IFKhAN-29-3

CB + Na2S + IFKhAN-29-3

t, °C

V, mm/s

62

4.2·10–7

43

1.9·10–7

26

1.2·10–7

12

5.6·10–7

62

8.1·10–7

43

4.2·10–7

26

2.2·10–7

12

1.0·10–7

61

1.9·10–7

25

5.6·10–8

11

2.8·10

–8

61

2.8·10–7

25

8.3·10–8

11

5.8·10–8

Ea, kJ/mol

31.1

32.3

30.4

25.7
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The following working background solutions were used:
1) citrate buffer (CB), pH 5.5 (0.08 M C6H8O7 + 0.05 M NaOH + 0.1 M KCl);
2) citrate buffer (pH 5.5) with addition of 1 mM Na2S (CB + Na2S).
The concentration of the IFKhAN-29-3 inhibitor [19] added to the working solutions
was 1 g/l. All the solutions were prepared from reagent grade chemicals using distilled
water. The experiments were carried out at the corrosion potential with free access of air.
Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows the increase in the crack length (Δl) with time in the background
electrolytes: CB (a) and CB+Na2S (b). The shapes of the Δl – τ plots in the solutions
containing the inhibitor were the same as in Figure 1. The tests were started at room
temperature (26°C), then the solution temperature was increased and then decreased (the
times of temperature change are shown by vertical dashed lines in Figure 1). Assuming
that the crack growth rate does not change with time at constant temperature, the V values
were calculated by Eq. (1) from the slopes of the corresponding linear parts on the Δl – τ
curve. The V values at 26°C determined before and after the measurements at elevated
temperatures were either equal, or the initial crack growth rate at room temperature was
lower (Figure 1). The reasons of the latter effect were not studied. However, to eliminate
its possible effect, we compared only the V values determined upon a gradual decrease in
the solution temperature (Table 1).
Figure 2 shows the effect of the solution temperature on the crack growth rate. One
can see that the maximum V variation vs. temperature is observed in the background citrate
solution containing sodium sulfide. Addition of the inhibitor hinders the crack growth
considerably and the dependence of V on temperature becomes weaker. It should be noted
that the scatter of V values determined under equivalent external conditions is generally
rather considerable; this is apparently due to the inhomogeneity of the material structure.
For example, the range of V values obtained in this study and in [15, 19] in CB solution at
the corrosion potential at room temperature (22–26°C) is shown by the dashed rectangle in
Figure 2. These values differ approximately by a factor of 2, but one can see that the
change in the crack growth rate with temperature considerably exceeds the specified data
scatter (Figure 2).
The change in V vs. temperature in all the media studied obeys the Arrhenius
relationship:
V = A exp (–Ea/RT).

(3)

In order to exclude the pre-exponent coefficient A, let us convert Eq. (3) to the form:
ln (V/Vref) = –Ea/R(1/T – 1/Tref),

(4)

where Vref is the crack growth rate at temperature Tref, which was chosen for comparison
with other V values. We chose the crack growth rates at the maximum temperatures studied
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as Vref (Tref = 335 K in the background electrolytes; Tref = 334 K in the inhibited media),
since the higher the V value, the more accurately it can be determined within an experiment
of certain duration. Figure 3 shows the V plots vs. temperature obtained in the solutions
studied, in the coordinates corresponding to Eq. (4). As one can see, these relationships are
linear and the correlation coefficients are close to 1. The activation energies calculated
from the data in Figure 3 are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. The increase in the crack length with time at various temperatures (shown in the
Figure) in solutions: CB (a), CB + Na2S (b).
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Figure 2. The change in the crack growth rate vs. temperature in solutions: CB (1), CB + Na2S
(2), CB + IFKhAN-29-3 (3), and CB + Na2S + IFKhAN-29-3 (4).

As one can see, curves 1 and 2 (Figure 3) obtained in the background CB and
CB+Na2S solutions nearly coincide and the corresponding Ea values, 31.1 and 32.3 kJ/mol,
are similar. These values are in the range of Ea= 20–42.3 kJ/mol that was determined for
the transgranular SCC of pipe steels in carbonate–bicarbonate electrolytes (see above).
The activation energy of anodic dissolution of pipe steel in these solutions is assumed to be
42 kJ/mol [20].

Figure 3. Arrhenius plots of the crack growth rate in solutions: CB (1), CB + Na2S (2), CB + IFKhAN29-3 (3), and CB + Na2S + IFKhAN-29-3 (4).
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It is of interest to compare the Ea values (Table 1) with the activation energy of
corrosion of carbon steels and low-alloyed steels in acidic electrolytes. In fact, the
following corrosion activation energies were obtained for carbon steel in 1 M HCl: 27.9
[21], 40.37 [22], and 55.75 kJ/mol [23]. A study of the corrosion of low-alloyed pipe steels
gave 59.73 kJ/mol for X60 steel in 1 M H2SO4 [24] and 36.76 kJ/mol for X70 steel in 0.5
M HCl [25]. Thus, the measured Ea values in citrate buffer fit in the range of corrosion
activation energies of pipe steel in acidic solutions.
It should be emphasized that the measured activation energies of crack growth
(Table 1) are formal values since the SCC process (as any other corrosion process)
includes a few reactions. However, the Ea values exceed 20 kJ/mol (Table 1); this indicates
that a surface reaction is the stage determining the crack growth [26]. It is believed that it is
the formation of an activated complex on the metal surface upon the metal ionization [21–
25], and this stage generally determines the rate of the overall anodic dissolution of iron or
steels in acidic electrolytes.
As noted above, the diffusion of hydrogen atoms in the metal towards the crack tip
may be yet another process controlling the SCC of pipe steels. The activation energy of
hydrogen diffusion in the lattice of pure iron depends on a number of factors, in particular,
the metal structure and the temperature range, but it is below 10 kJ/mol. For example, on
well annealed iron in the range of T = 233–353 K, the most probable Ea value is
5.69 kJ/mol [27]. Data are available that the activation energies of hydrogen diffusion in
pipe steels are higher, e.g., 15.5 kJ/mol [28]. However, the hydrogen diffusion coefficient
(D) reported in [28] is by two orders of magnitude lower than that generally accepted for
the steady-state diffusion of hydrogen in the metal lattice [27]. Apparently, the Ea value
was calculated from non-steady state D values. As a result, the temperature dependence of
D may be expressed more distinctly, since the activation energy of population of hydrogen
“traps” is several dozens kJ/mol [29], and hence the non-steady-state hydrogen diffusion
slows down upon a temperature decrease more strongly than under steady-state conditions.
In any case, the activation energy of hydrogen diffusion in the metal is considerably lower
than the Ea values corresponding to the crack growth process in weakly acidic citrate buffer
(Table 1). Thus, the Ea values obtained confirm that the corrosion crack growth is
controlled by the anodic reaction of pipe steel dissolution rather than by the hydrogen
diffusion in the metal.
Addition of the SCC inhibitor to the CB solution changes the Ea value insignificantly
(Table 1), and it appears that this effect can be neglected. However, the activation energy
of crack growth in inhibited sulfide-containing solution (CB + Na2S + IFKhAN-29-3)
decreases considerably; hence, the efficiency of inhibitory protection increases with an
increase in the temperature. This effect may be due to the formation (or strengthening) of
chemical bonds between the organic molecules and the metal surface, i.e., an increase in
the inhibitor chemisorption with an increase in temperature [30, 31]. Yet another
explanation may lie in the acceleration of the inhibitor absorption on the freshly formed
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metal surface at the tip of a growing crack. In both cases, the decrease in the formal
activation energy of crack growth should be due to an increase in the degree of coverage of
the metal surface by the inhibitor.
Conclusions
1. The stress corrosion cracking of X70 pipe steel in weakly acidic buffer electrolyte (pH
5.5) becomes faster with an increase in the temperature. The activation energies of crack
growth in the sulfide-containing and sulfide-free solutions are nearly the same and
amount to 32.3 and 31.1 kJ/mol, respectively. These values are within the range of
corrosion activation energies of carbon and low-alloyed steels in acids and intergranular
SCC in carbonate–bicarbonate media. This confirms that local metal dissolution is the
governing mechanism of pipe steel SCC in the weakly acidic electrolyte.
2. The IFKhAN-29-3 organic corrosion inhibitor hinders the SCC of pipe steel in the
temperature range of 11–61°C and its inhibitive effect increases with an increase in the
temperature. The formal activation energy of crack growth in the sulfide-containing
solution decreases to 25.7 kJ/mol in the presence of the inhibitor, which should be due to
an increase in the degree of coverage of the metal surface with the inhibitor with an
increase in the temperature.
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